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Abstract. This paper studies the decidability status of various equivalence problems in form 
theory. Most of our discussions concern the notion of a language form. We compare the form 
equivalence problem be!wcen language forms with the ordinary equivaienc’e problem between 
languages. However, the main results deal with L forms and grammar forms under strict intcrpreta- 
tions. We prove that the form equivalence problem is undecidable for (a) context-free grammar 
forms, and (b) EOL forms. The proofs of these results are based on our investigations concerning 
language forms. 
1. Introduction 
Form equivalence is one of the most basic notions in form theory. Two grammar 
forms are said to be form equivalent if their interpretations generate the same 
language family. In this paper we see that this notion illustrates the difference 
between the two well-known interpretation mechanisms used in form theory. 
It has been shown in [2] that in the case of the so-called g-interpretations, 
introduced in the first form-theoretic paper [I], form equivalence is decidable. We 
show that the situation is different for s-interpretations (strict interpretations). The 
form equivalence problem under s-interpretations is undecidable, as conjectured in 
PI. 
In the theory of L forms only the strict interpretation mechanism is appropriate. 
We get the undecidability of EOL form equivalence by almost the same argument 
that is used in the context-free case: so in this context the difference between 
sequential and parallel rewriting is not essential. 
The notion of a language form plays a major role in our undecidability proofs. 
Language forms have been useful also in some other recent form-theoretic investiga- 
tions, see e.g. [4]. For this reason we devote more attention to them than is actually 
necessary in settling our main results. Moreover, further research in this area is 
surely worthwhile. 
We show that the form equivalence problem is undecidable also for contex:-free 
ldngu,age forms. In fact, we prove a more general result, a.ccording to which the 
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decidabiiity status of form equivalence is for many language families the same as 
that of ordinary equivalence between languages. These observations are made in 
Section 3, where we also present the fundamental theorem of [S], which is very 
crucial in the proofs of our main theorems. 
In Section 4 we see how to go from language forms to grammar and EOL forms. 
Sections 5 and 6 contain our main theorems, i.e., the undecidabiiity of form 
equivalence for both context-free and EOL forms under s-interpretations. 
Throughout the paper we also investigate the form inclusion problem in various 
situations. Here this term refers to the problem of whether or not the language 
family of one form F, is contained in the language family of another form F2 (F, 
and F2 may be language, grammar or L forms). Inclusion and equivalence problems 
are often closely related to each other, and this is the case also here. 
Bt is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of both formal language 
theory in general aEd form theory in particular. As regards grammars, we refer to 
[?I (Lr [8] for unexplained notions and classical decidabiiity questions. [7] may be 
con:&ed for basic definitions and resuit$ of L systems. [9] is a general introduction 
to the theory of grammar and L$orms, and those form-theoretic definitions that are 
omitted in the next section can she found in it. % 
2. Preliminaries 
Let G, and G7 be two grammars ( L systems) such that C, is a sfricf infqwcztation 
of G,. We say shortly that G, is an interprefation of G2, in symbols G, 4, G2. 
A grammar (L system) is said to be a grummarjbwt ( L&m) if we are interested 
in the interpretations of it. 
The grrrmmar and hguage_family of the form G (grammar or L form) are defined 
bY 
WG)={G’(G’ q, G}, W3={L(G’jIG’qG}. 
’ We deal exclusively with context-free grammars. A language family Y is gruuJ- 
mutical if 
for some context-free grammar form (or shortly, context-free form) G. 
Two forms G, and G1 are termed .li,rnl eqrriz~ale~~t if 
Since forms may also be considered as ordinary grammars (or L systems), we say 
that forms G, and G, are lnnguage equivalenr if 
i.e., they are equivalent in the ordinary sense. 
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Also g-interpretations will be, mentioned, and in connection with them we use the 
notations ag and 2&G). 
A ianguage -form is defined in a natural way. Consider an arbitrary language 
L c C” (C is a finite alphabet). A language L’ over an alphabet C’ is an interpretation 
of L, in symbols L’ 4 L, if there exists a letter-to-letter morphism h : E’* + C* such 
that 
h(L’)G L. 
(In this paper we restrict our Investigations to languages over finite alphabets, so 
C’ is an ordinary finite alphabet.) 
The language_familv of a language form L is defined by 
Y(L)={L’(L 4 L}. 
The families Y’( L) ;lre called li~rguisticaf. Two languages L, and L2 are &jr-m 
equha!ent, denoteti by L, - L, if 
Y( L, j = .Y( LA). 
Clearly the relation 4 is transitive, hence .2( L,) E Y( L,) iff L, a L2. Con- 
sequently, L, - i, iff L, 4 L2 and & 4 L,. 
The family of regular languages is denoted by Y( REC;). Much of our discussions 
deal with IX rc&ar part of language families. We denote Z(G) n 2’(REG) shortly 
by YR( G). Similarly, the part of .Y( C \ ) cnrsisting of finite languages is denoted by 
YE(G). 
Let P, and P2 be two decision problems. We say that f2 reduces to PI, in symbols 
PI - P2, if a solution for P, yields a solution to P2. If P2 is unsolvabEe and 
P, -- P2, then 9, is of course also unsolvable. 
Our principal argument gives a reduction from the inclrlsion problem ‘U G,) c 
L(G,)?‘ for a context-free grammar G, and a right-linear grammar Gz to the form 
equivalence problem for context-free forms. Here ‘L( G,) c L( t%)? stands for the 
decision problem whether or not L( G, ) E L( G,). 
In the next section we use the following special concept. Consider an arbirrary 
word w and an arbitrary language L. 
The language 
M’L = { Wk.‘) 1 W’E L} 
is said to be a singleton-catunation of I.. A language family is closed under singleton- 
c0tewtion, if for every language L E ,Y all singleton-catenations of L also belong to 
Y. Note that if .Y contains the class of singleton languages and is closed under 
catenation, then Y’ is closed under singleton-catenation as well. 
3. Decision problems for language forms 
In this section we compare the decidability questions conces-ning languages in 
the ordinary sense and, on the other hand, language forms. It turns out that if a 
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language family 2’ has certain specific closure properties, then the decidability status 
of equivalence and inclusion problems do not change, if we consider elements of 
Y as forms. 
Note that in speaking of decidability questions of languages we have always in 
mind some fixed (but possibly unspecified) device for defining languages. 
The following lemma is essential for our purposes. 
Lemma 3.1. Let -L, and L2 be two arbitrary languages. Then 
a,a,... a,L, 4 a,a?. . . anL2 H i5, E L2, 
where (a,, aZ, . . . 7 a,,} = alph( L, u L2). 
Proof. Assume h is a letter-to-letter morphism from (a,, a, . . . , a,, >* to itself such that 
h(a,a2.. . a,L,) c ala?. . . a,,L2. 
Then h(a,)h(a,) . . . h(a,,)h( L,) c a,az . . . a,,Lz. 
Consequently, 
h(ai)=ai foreach i= 1,2,. . . , n and h(L,)s L1. 
Hence, it follows that L, = h( L,) G L2. 
Thus, the implication from the left-hand side to the right-hand side is valid. 
To verify the converse implication we only need to choose the identity 
morphism. Cl 
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of the former one. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 9 be a language familv closed under singleton-catenation. Then the 
-following reductions between decision problems hold ( L, and L2 E 3): 
‘L, 
trivial 
J/ 
/ 
I, 
a 
3.1 
c L_1’!’ 
Proof. The reduction ‘L, Q L??‘ - ‘L, - L:‘?‘ holds since 
Similarly we see that ‘L, E &‘I’- ‘L, = LJ?‘. 
The reduction ‘L, d I&?‘-- ‘L, E L:?’ can be inferred from Lemma 3.1 due to 
the fact that Y’ is closed under singleton-catenation. 
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The last reduction ‘L1 - Lz?‘- l L, = L2?’ can be deduced by the observation 
that in the situation of Lemma 3.1 also the equivalence 
a,a,... a,L, - ala2.. . a,L, C L, = L2 
holds. 0 
To get also ‘upward’ reductions we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Y be closed under letter-to-letter morphisms or dfl-substitutions (i.e., 
irzverses of letter-to-letter morphisms ). Then 
‘L!E Lz?’ - ‘L, (3 L,?‘. 
Proof. For any L,, L:! E 3’ the following conditions are equivalent (Xi = alph( Li ) 
for i = 1,2): 
(i) L, 4 L,. 
(ii) There exists a letter-to-letter morphism h : ET + 2f such that h( L,) c L,. - 
(iii) L, c h-‘( L,). 
But there ~ ire or.!y finitely many such morphisms. q 
Lemma 3.4. Let .Y be closed under union. Then 
‘L, = Lz?’ - ‘L, c L??‘. 
Proof. L&L, G LiuL-,=Lz. C 
Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.3 yield the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. Let 2 be closed under each of the _fo!lowing operations: singleton- 
catenation, letter-to-letter morphism (or its inverse) and union. Then all following 
problems are decidable or none of them is ( L,, L, E 3’) : 
(i) L, 4 L,?‘; 
(ii) 7, - L,?‘; t 
(iii) ‘L1 C L,?‘; 
(iv) ‘L, = L,?‘. 
Every AFL gives an example of a language family that fulfills the assumptions 
of this theorem. 
We know (see [9, p. 881) that g-grammatical families A!?)& G) are closed under 
union and morphism. The next lemma shows that they are also closed under 
singleton-catenation. Hence, Theorem 3.5 is applicable for g-grammatical families. 
Lemma 3.6. The language famiiy 2?& G) is closed under singleton-catenation for every . 
contexr-free grammar form G. 
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Proof. Let L be an arbitrary language belonging to Y&G), and w an arbitrary word. 
Consequently, there is a g-interpretation of G, say G’, such that L = L( G’). Clearly 
it is sufficient to show that WLE .Z’J G’). 
By [9, p. 861, there is a grammar form H g-form equivalent o G’ such that H is 
in Greibach two-standard normal form (i.e., H -a s F,, where F, is defined by S + a, 
S-, as, S-, ass). We construct a grammar H’ ~~ H for which WL = L( H’) as 
follows. The substitution p is defined by 
&So) = {So, Sb} for the start symbol So of H, 
p(s) = ISI for other nonterminals, 
k-44 = b, 4 for terminals. 
Thus, the nonterminal set of H’ is that of H added by SA. The terminal set of 
If’ is of course alph( wL), the start symbol is the new symbol S& 
The production set of H’ is obtained by adding productions {S: + wa! 1 So + cy E I$,} 
to the production set of H, PW It is clear that H’ dg H and, moreover, WLC L( H’). 
On the other hand, L(W) c_ VA., since S& is used only in the first step of every 
derivation. •I 
The next theorem concerns form equivalence between languages from different 
language families. The proofs of the following three lemmas are similar to those of 
Lemmas 3.2-3.4 and are omitted. 
Lemma 3.7. Let 2, and 2’? be language families closed under singleton-catenation. 
Then the ,following reductions hold ( Lj F Y,, i = 1,2): 
Lemma 3.8. If 2, is closed under letter-to-letter morphisms or Y2 under their inocrses, 
then 
‘L,r L,?’ - bL, -Cl L,?‘. A 
Lemma 3.9. Let Y2 be closed under intersection and union with tlte languages of 2,. 
Then * 
und 
‘L, = Lz:” - ‘L, c Lz?’ 
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Lemmas 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 give us the following result. 
Theorem 3.10. Let 2, and Z2 be closed under singleton-catenation and letter-to-letter 
morphism (or it o inverse). Furthermore, assume that S2 is closed under intersection 
and union with languages of A!?,. Then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ‘LI Q LJ and I2 Q LJ are both decidable; 
(ii) ‘LI - L2? is decidljble; 
(iii) ‘L, s L2? and ’ LL c_ LI ?’ are both decidable ;
(iv) ‘L, = L2?’ is decidable. 
Now classical undecidability results for context-free and regular languages and 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.10 yield the following. 
Corollary 3.11. T&e following problems are undecidable for two context-free grammars 
G and G’, and a right-linear grammar G,: 
(a) ‘L(G)- L(G’)?; 
(b) ‘L(G) Q L(G’)?‘; 
(c) ‘L(G,)- L(G)?‘; 
(d) ‘L(G,) Q L(G)?‘. 
Simikly, classical decidability results and our theorems give the following. 
Corollary 3.12. The following problems are decidable for twy right-linear grammars 
G, and GZ, and a context-free grammar G: 
(a) ‘L( G,) - L( G,)?‘; 
(b) ‘L(G,) Q L(G,)?‘; 
(c) ‘L(G) 4 L(G,)?‘. 
The next lemma is very crucial in our forth-coming discussions concerning 
undecidability questions of grammar and EOL forms. It is a direct consequence of 
[S, Theorem 3.21. 
Lemma 3.13. Lel’ !., and L, be two arbitrary languages. 7kn 
Now Corollaries 3. I I and 3.12 can be presented in the following manner. 
Theorem 3.14. The.following ,vroblems are undecidable for two context-free grammars 
G and G’, and a right-linear grammar G1: 
(a) ‘Z,( L( G)) = .L&( L( G’))?‘; 
(b) ‘.YR( L( G)) E .&( L( G’))?‘; 
Ic) ‘Y’,( L( G, )) = Y’,JL( G))?‘; 
(d) ‘Y,( L( G,)) c_ YR( L( G))?‘. 
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Of course we could replace the subscript R by F in the theorem above (as well 
as in the theorem below). 
Theorem 3.15. 77w. following pwblems are decidable jbr two right-linear grammars G, 
a;ld G7, and a context-free grammar G: 
(a) ‘&J L( G,)) = Y’,( L( G,))?‘; 
W ‘.10,(L(G,)) c_ YR(L(G2))?‘; 
(c, ‘-&JL(G))c ,JZ,(L(G,))?‘. 
The L families in general do not 
dowever, we are able to prove that 
undecidable for POL languages. 
It is known [7, Theorem II.5.2] that 
possess m:my closure properties (see [7] 1. 
the language form equivalence problem is 
the language equivalence problem is undeci- 
dabie for POL systems. Unfortunately, the familgr of POL languages is not closed 
under singleton-catenation (for instance, it is easily verified that the language aL( 6 ) 
is not a POL language for a POL system G = ({a}, {a --) a3, a + a’}, a j). However, we 
can modify our reasoning to get undecid; Nity also in this case. 
C’on4der the proof of Theorem 11.51 of [7] and an arbitrary instance 
PCP: ((w I,.. .,CY,,),(fi I,..., /3J . _ ’ 
of the Post Correspondence Problem, where the CY’S and /3‘s m-t’ nonempty words 
over the alphabet (a, hj. 
Two context-free grammars G, and G2 are defned in the proof, and it is shown 
tk A: !Y‘P has no solutions itf 
The terminal alphabet of both G, and G2 is { I,. . . , n, (7, h, c} and we denote it 
by A in the sequel. 
It turns out in the proof that G, and G2 generate the same sentential forms when 
terminal words are disregarded. It is clear that the -et of sentential forms of a 
context-free grammar is generated bv a OL system (MT lust add a stable production _ 
LJ -+ ~1 for c~ry letter II of the grammar). Moreo\fer, ht*re the grilmmars G, and G2 
XC A -tYec. for which reason their sentential forms are gc.nrrated by two POL systems, 
b:t>’ (2 and c;i. Thus, 
The inirirrl letter for both G: and c;i is S,, (the start symbol of G, and 0,). Let 
C;:’ ( i z I, 2) be a POL system obtained from G: by adding new initial ietter S,‘, (the 
h;imc one f‘or both I;ystems1 and ;1 new production Sl,--+ 1 . . . rmhcS,,. 
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Now we have 
L(G:‘)=l . . . nabcl( G:) u {S:J for i = I, 2, (4) 
since the letters of d are stable. 
Assume that L(Gy) a L(GT). Then the morphism h in question must be the 
identity mapping for letters of A. Hence, L( Gy) n A* E L( Gz) n A*, and it follows 
that L(G’,)nA*c L(Gi)nA*. 
On the other hand, if L( Gi) n A* c L(G!J n A*, then L( G’,) 5 L( Gs) by (3), and, _
furthermore, L(G:‘)r L(G;) by (4). 
Consequently, L(GT)-L(G;) itf L(G~>nA*=L(Gi)nA*. 
Now we can conclude by (2) that L.1 G’;) and L( Gg) are form equivalent iff (1) 
holds. 
Thus, we have established the following result. 
Theorem 3.16. It is undecidable whether or not L, - L2 holds for two POL language 
*forms L, and L?. 
Notice that we did not get the reductions of the diagram in Lemma 3.2 for the 
whole family of c\L languages. On the other hand, these reductions hold for the 
family of TOL languages, as shown in :he rest of this section. At the same time we 
obtain a new proof for the undecidability of !Ile form equivalence in the TOL case. 
We begin with the following technical result. 
Lemma 3.17. Let L be a TOL language and {a,, . . . , a,,} = alph( L). Denote by f.“’ 
( i = 1,2,3) the ~~iJlowing languages (a, b, C, d and e are new letters): 
L “‘=ahhL={ahbw~w~ L}, 
L I) =((cra,a,. . . a,,)“)lIi=O. 1,2,. . .)c,{cca,. . . a,,ca, -. . a,,,A), 
L “’ = dede(a,, . . . , a,,)*de(a,, . . . , a,, de}* 
= (dedew ) w is a word wer the alphabet (a ,, . . . , a,,, d, e) such that it 
contains at least one occurrence qf’ the letter d, and el;ery 
occurrence qf’ d is succeeded by an occurrence of the letter e). 
Then the language L’ - L”’ u L”‘v L’-” is also a TOL language. 
Proof. Let G=((a,, . . . , a,,}, H, w) be a TI)L system such that L(G) = L. We 
c‘~~n:;truct a TOL system G’ = ( C’, H’, co’) for which L( G’) = L’ as follows: 
2”== {a,, . . . , a,,, a, b, c, 4 e 1, w’ - dbtm. 
H’ is obtained from H by adding two neu t:+les and productions for the new 
letters a, b, c, d and e in the old tables. The I&er task 1s accomplished as follows: 
all new letters, except C, are stable in the old tables (i.e., the productions are CI ---t N, 
h -+ !I, ci --+ d and e --+ e). The only production Fcir c is I’ -+ de in each old table. 
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The new tables h, and hz are defined by 
VI) a + c, b-wa,...a,, c+cca, . ..a.,, 
e-, A, ai+A foreachi=1,2,...,n 
(so 11, is a deterministic table, i.e., a morphism), 
(h2) a -j de, b + de, c + de, d + d, 
d-A 
e -) e, 
ai -+ Ala,/. . . la,ldelaf for each i = I,. . . , PI 
(so k2 is deterministic for the new letters). 
Obviously we can derive exactly the words in L”’ by using solely the old tables. 
,4 derivation, in which 11, is the last table used, gives a word in L’? On the other 
hand, 
and 
h,(o’) = cc0, . . . a,,ca, . . . at,, 
h;(d) = (cca, . . . o,,Y ’ for each i = 2,3,. . . 
II&(u’)E h,({a,, . . . , a,,, de}*) ={A}. 
Consequently, all words in L”) can be derived by G’. 
If h, is applied at any stage of a derivation or some of the old tables is used last, 
then the wqrd derived belongs to Z?’ or is equal to A (the latter case appears if h, 
is used after some application of II,). On the other hand, we can derive all words 
in L?’ by using first the table 11, and after that solely the table 11,. 
Now all gcssibilities are covered and our proof is ready. Q 
Consider two arbitrary TOL languages L, and L. Let /!.I and r-i be the TQL 
languages obtained from them by the method of Lemma 3.17. 
Assume L{ 4 L& Consequently, L:” -4 L\” for i = I ,2,X This follows by compnr- 
ing the structure of the prefix words of length three in each of the disjoint sets L”’ 
ii -= I, 2,X Words of L”‘, L”’ and L”’ begin by c~hh, wq and &XI, wspectivel~. 
He;lce, no letter-to-letter morphism can map from any of them to arwth~r one. 
‘The rt+~tion ,‘,“I Q Lh” gwrantees that the morphism h used is the identity 
mapping for the letters N,, . . . , a,, and c I-‘urthermore, the relation L\” 4 Lj” implies 
that Ir(4 ;=L a, h(h) = h and /I( L,) c_ L2, hence L, G L2. 
WC hwe, thus, est:~hlished the following theorem. 
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4. Relation of language forms to grammar and EOL forms 
The grammatical family S(G) is obtained from a context-free grammar G in two 
steps: first the interpretation mechanism gives us the grammar family 3(G), and, 
secondly, the language generation mechanism produces the languages generated by 
grammars in (G). When dealing with language forms, the same processes are 
used, but in opposite order. The generation mechanism is used first to get the 
language t(G), while the interpretation mechanism gives us the linguistical family 
Y(L(G)) in the second step. 
It is clear that these two processes do not pornmute in general. For any context-free 
gr:lmmar G9 the family Y(G) is contained 13 the family .9( L( G)). As pointed out 
in [5], the containment is srrict iff L(G) is infinite. In fact, whenever L is an infinite 
language, then Y(L) contains languages that are not even recursively enumerable. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to compare grammatical and linguistical families by 
considering the intersection of these families with some fixed language family. It 
turns out that for any context-free grammar G, the language families &JG) and 
YR( t(G)) are equal. (We remind the reader that the subscript R refers to the part 
of the family consisting of regular languages.) This fact may be described by saying 
that the follow :ng &gram commutes: 
%.;( G) 
generation 
mechanism b y(G) 
YR( G) =cY&( L( G)) 
1 
n J’(REG) 
L(G) 
interpretation 
/ 
mechanism + Y(UG)) 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the form equivalence problems for 
context-free and EQL forms, and for this purpose the commutation result above is 
a sufkient tool. However, it m,~y be of interest to search for simik results in 
situations, where some objects of the diagram are somehow restricted or generalized. 
The idea for the proof of our commutation result is due to [6]. 
Proof. Clearly, Y(G) c Y’( L(G)). Hence, .M,( G) _ c 2&( L( G)). To prove the reverse 
inclusion, assume that L E YR( f.(G)). Consequently, there exists a d&substitution 
p such th,\t 
fcp(UGN. 
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It is known [9, Theorem 11.4.131 that .Z’( G) is closed under dfl-substitutions 
(letter-to-letter inverse morphisms) and intersection with regular sets. Since t( G) E 
Z(G) and L is regular, it follows from the equation 
L=Lnp(L(G)) 
that L E ,y7( G). But this means that LE &(G). IZl 
In the case of an EOL form F, the language family Z(F) is not necessarily closed 
under intersection with regular sets. However, if F is synchronized, then Y(F) is 
closed under this operation. Consequently, we can establish the following analogue 
of Lemma 4.1, needed in Section 6. 
Lemma 4.2. Let .F be a synchronized EOL *form. Zhen 
&(F) = c&J L( F)). 
5. Decision problems for grammar forms 
This section contains the first of our main theorems. We begin with the following 
theorem, an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.14 and Lemma 4.1. 
Theorem 5.1. T17e .following problems are ukvidahle jiw Q right-lirtmr gvcrrwr~~ G, 
and cwntext~fiee grammars G and G’: 
(a) ‘Y’,( G) = Y,( G’)?‘; 
(b, ‘.Y’K( G) c_ .Y,\G’)‘?‘; 
(c) ‘Y,J G,) = Y’,(G)?‘; 
(d) ‘Y,( G,) E .Y’,( G)?‘. 
We still have to get rid of the subscript R. This task can be achieved for problems 
(a), (b) and (d) of the above theorem, as shown later. On the other hand, in prahlrm 
k) the subscript R cannot be left out. Next we prove the decidnhility of same 
problems, including problem (c) without subscripts. 
A ibrm C3 (grammar form or L form) is said to be .sA-ny&r if 
in orher words, 
.V’(G) c .Y( REX). 
It is shown in [9] that a grammar is sub-regular itf it is not self-embedding. 
Consequently, sub-regularity is a decidable property for grammars. 
Right-linear grammars are trivially sub-regular, hence Theorem 3.15 and Lemnx~ 
4.1 yield the following decidability results. 
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Theorem 5.2. 734 following problems are dt-cidable for a context-free grammar G md 
right-linear grammars Gi and G2: 
(a) ‘YIG,) = YPQGZ)?: 
(b) ‘Y(G,)G Jf(G)?‘; 
(en) Y#JC)c 3yGJT. 
In the theorem above, it is not an essential point that the grammars G, and Gz 
are right-linear. It is sufficient to assume that they are language equivalent o some 
(effectiveiy csnstrucwble) right-linear grammars. For instance, unary grammar forms 
fultill this requirement according to Pwikh’s theorem. Hence, we can establish the 
following result. 
Of course, I‘c:r ms G, and G:- above need’ not be sub-regular. On the other hand, 
everv sub-regular form G generates a regular language L(G) by definition. Con- 
seq&ntly, the sub-regular form equkaknce is decidable, as originally shown in [6]. 
Ordinary language equivalence between two grammars is undecidable also in the 
case where one of them is right-linear and the other context-free. We are now able 
to see th:tt this is not the case for form equivalence. 
Proof. A necessary condition for both (a) and (b) is that G is sub-regular. As 
mentioned above, sub-regularity is decidable, for which reason we get reductions 
to the problems of Corollary 5.4. Cl 
We now return to the undecidabiht!* results. 
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Lemma 5.6. Let G, be a sub-regular form and G2 an arbitrary form Then 
&(G& ,&(GZ) H Y(G,)c6P(GZ). 
proof. Trivial&, &WI ) C_ PR( G2) iff 04PR( G,) E Z( G2). Since G, is sub-regular, our 
claim holds. Cl 
As observed above, right-linear grammars are sub-regular, wherefore Theorem 
5.1 (d) and Lemma 5.6 imply the following. 
Theorem 5.7. It is undecidable whether or not 2’( G,) c 2’( G2) for a right-linear 
grammar G, and a context-free grammar G,. 
Note that we also have 6%( G,) c .Y( G2) iff Y( L( Gl )) c 6p( L( G,)). 
Now we can conclude that the inclusion problem is undecidable for context-free 
forms. 
Theorem 5.8. It is undecidable whether or not Y( G,) c Y( G,) jar two context$ke 
-forms G, and G2. 
Final step in our argumentation is a reduction of the inclusion problem 
equivalence problem. We make use of the following notions, definitions of 
are from LY]. 
to the 
?.vhich 
Definition 5.9. Let I_, and L2 be tuo languages over disjoint alphabets. Then the 
superdisjoint mien of L, and L, denoted by L, ti L, is simply the union of L, and 
L?. 
The superdisjoint wedge of two language families .(I’, and .C, denoted by Y’, 9 &, 
is defined by 
Let G, = 1 V ,, &, P,, S,) be two context-free grammars uch that S, does not occur 
on the right-hand side of any production in P, for i ;= I, 2 and suppose that V, C-I VJ = 0 
(i.e., the alphabets are disjoint). Define a new grammar 
Note that we can always rename the 4ph:tbet of a language form (rep., grsmmar 
form) without changrng its linguistical (resp., grammatical~ family and without any 
loss of generality we may :~ssume that the start symbol of :I gr;u7lmtir form does not 
q~p~dr on the right-hand jide of any production. Therefore, for any two language 
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forms (resp., grammar forms) we can always define their superdisjoint union (resp., 
direct sum). 
It is shown in [9. p. 123) that for any two context-free forms G, and G2, 
Cl8 G’,) (as well as JZ(G2) c S’( G, 0 G2)). 
NOW we can establish the fo\llpwing lemma. 
Lemma S.10. Let G, and G2 be context-free grammar forms. Then 
Y(G,)rY(G,, @ iZ(G,0G2)=5?‘(G2). 
Pruof. Assume .Y(G,) C_ .Y( G$ Since 9( G,) is closed under superdisjoint union 
(see [9]), we obtain 
rcG,0G,)=~(~~,,~x(G,,c_~(G,)c~(G,0<32). 
On the other hand, assuming Y( G, 0 G2) = Y( G2), we obtain 
X(G,)~.Y”(G,~G,)=~(G,). Cl 
Lemma 5.1 I) shows that the form inclusion problem can be reduced to the forrrr 
equivalence problei,,. Thus, Theorem 5.6 ci:l,< Lemma 5.10 give our main result. 
Theorem 5.1 t. Form eqrriua~ence is undecidable for context-free grammars, i.e., it is 
rtndecidcltle whether or not Y’( G, ) = Y’( G,) holdsfor context-free grammars G, and G2. 
6. Undecidability results for EOL forms 
In this section we show that the form equivalence is undecidable also for EOL 
forms. Our deductions follow the lines of the previous section, but some additional 
observations have to be made. 
It is well known (see [7]) that ull context-free languages can be generated by a 
synchronized EOL (synchro-EOL for short) system. Hence, the following result is a 
consequence of Theorem 3.14 and Lemma 4.2. 
Proof. We give a reduction from problem (a) of Tkeorem 3.14 to problem (a) of 
this thtborem. Suppose we sre given two Llontext-free grammars G, and G1. We are 
easily able to construct EOL systems F, and F2 such that L( G,) = L( F,) for i = 1, 2: 
or terminal) letter of 
language equivalent 
and Fi as forms, we 
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we just add a stable production a + a for every (nonterminal 
the alphabet of G,. Furthermore, we can replace F, by a 
synchronized EOL system F: (i = 1,2). When considering Fi 
get the latter of the following equivalences by Lemma 4.2: 
cF&(G,))-Lf,JL(G,)) e .2R(t(F’I))=2’H(L(F;)) 
H -rR( Fi;) = J&(fq. 
The inclusion problem (b) is of course undecidable, since the equivalence problem 
(a) is. Cl 
To prove the results of Theorem 6.1 also for the whole families Y’( F), we focus 
our attention to problem (d) of Theorem 3.14. Given a right-linear grammar G,, 
we construct in the next lemma a sub-regular synchro-EOL form F, that is language 
equivalent to G,, i.e., L( F,) = L( G, ). 
This fact and Theorem 3.14(d) imply that we can assume in Theorem 6. I(b) F, 
to be sub-regular. Because of this fact, in turn, we are able to use Lemma 5.6 to get 
the undecidability of the inclusion problem for the whole families .Y’( F). 
The lemma needed is the following completeness result that is a special case of 
[U, Theorem 111.6.4]. Note that interpretations of a synchro-EOL form are also 
synchronized. 
Proof. It is shown in [7] that Y( F;,) = Y’( RECi) holds for 6, = 
({s,a};{U);S-,Sa,S~tr,a + a; S). F is obtained from F;, by the standard syn- 
chronization method. It is clear that the same method transforms Iet!ectively) every 
interpretation of F. to a system, that is an interpretation of K Thus,. t’( REG) g .Y( F b, 
:md the transformation from, e.g., right-linear grammars to intet prctations of F is 
etfective. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, let F, be an arbitrary interpreta:Ion of K Consider 
;1n 11OL_ system Fi obtained from F, by adding all elements of thz set p(li) w GQ M) 
to the terminal alphabet. It is immedi~~tely seen that F; q, hi,. Hence, L( F; 1 L 
lj’( REG ). On the other hand, 
L(F‘,)--= L(I-;)r?(/.&(Ir)!*. 
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Theorun 6.3. It is undecidable whether or not A?‘( F,) c Z( F2) for two synchro-EOL 
forms F, and F2. 
Reduction from the inclusion problem to the equivalence problem is the same as 
in the context-free case. The direct sum of two EOL forms F, and F2 can be defined 
analogously to the context-ffiwe case (see Section 5) and is denoted by F, 9 F2. The 
proof of the following lemma is also analogous to that of Lemma 5.10. 
Lemma 6.4, Let F, and F2 be two E3L forms. 7%~ 
Y’~F,)gA”(F2) e=, Y(F,@F2,=2’(F,). 
It is clear that the direct sum of two synchro-EOL forms is also synchronized. 
Conscquentlg, Theoremi\ 6.3 and Lemma 6.4 yield out second main result. 
Theorem 65 Fbmt equit,wlence is undecidable for EOLforms and euen for synchronized 
EOL _forms, i.e.., it is undecidable whether or not Y( F, ) = A?( F2) holds for ( synchro- )EOL 
forms F, and F2. 
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